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Abstract: This Report characterizes the performance of peer-to-peerstorage systems in terms of
the delivered data lifetime and data availability. Two schemes for recovering lost data are modeled
and analyzed: the first is centralized and relies on a server that recovers multiple losses at once,
whereas the second is distributed and recovers one loss at a time. For each scheme, we propose
a basic Markovian model where the availability of peers is exponentially distributed, and a more
elaborate model where the latter is hyper-exponentially distributed. Our models equally apply to
many distributed environments as shown through numerical computations. These allow to assess
the impact of each system parameter on the performance. In particul r, we provide guidelines on
how to tune the system parameters in order to provide desiredlifetime and/or availability of data.
One important outcome of our analysis is that a simplifying exponential assumption on the peers
availability leads to incorrect evaluation of the performance achieved. Thereby, the more elaborate
model is necessary to capture the true behavior of peer-to-peer storage systems.
Key-words: Peer-to-Peer systems, performance evaluation, absorbingMarkov chain, mean-field
approximation
Modèlisation, analyse et evaluation des systèmes pair-à-pair de
stockage de données
Résumé :Ce rapport évalue et compare les performances des systèmes de stockage de données sur
des réseaux de pairs en termes de longévité des données et de leur isponibilité. Deux mécanismes
de récupération de données perdues sont pris en considèration. Le premier mécanisme est centralisé
et repose sur l’utilisation d’un serveur pouvant récupérerplusieurs données à la fois alors que le
second mécanisme est distribué. Pour chaque mécanisme, nous avons proposé d’une part un modéle
Markovien de base ou la disponibilité des machines sont exponentiellement distribuées, et d’autre
part un modéle plus compliqué ou la disponibilité des machines sont hyper-exponentiellementdistribuées.
Nos modèles s’appliquent dans différents environnements distribués comme montré par les calcules
numériques. Ceux-ci permettent d’évaluer l’impact de chaque paramétre de système sur la performance.
En particulier, Nous montrons comment nos résultats peuvent être utilisés de sorte à garantir que
la qualité de service pré-requise soit pourvue. Un résultatimportant de notre analyse est qu’une
hypothèse exponentielle simple sur la disponibilité de pairs cause une évaluation incorrecte de
la performance accomplie. Ainsi, le modèle plus compliqué est nécessaire de capturer le vrai
comportement de systèmes pair-à-pair de stockage de données.
Mots-clés : systèmes pair-à-pair, évaluation de performance, chaîne de Markov absorbante, approximation
champ moyen
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1 Introduction
Traditional storage solutions rely on robust dedicated servers and magnetic tapes on which data are
stored. These equipments are reliable, but expensive and doot scale well. The growth of storage
volume, bandwidth, and computational resources has fundamentally changed the way applications
are constructed, and has inspired a new class of storage systems that use distributed peer-to-peer
(P2P) infrastructures. Some of the recent efforts for building highly available storage system based
on the P2P paradigm are Intermemory [12], Freenet [10], OceanStore [22], CFS [11], PAST [16],
Farsite [21] and Total Recall [8]. Although scalable and economically attractive compared to tradi-
tional systems, these storage systems pose many problems ofreliability, confidentiality, availability,
routing, etc.
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In a P2P network, peers are free to leave and join the system atany time. As a result of the
intermittent availability of the peers, ensuring high availability of the stored data is an interesting and
challenging problem. To ensure data reliability, redundant ta is inserted in the system. Redundancy
can be achieved either by replication or by using erasure cods. For the same amount of redundancy,
erasure codes provide higher availability of data than replication [18].
However, using redundancy mechanisms without repairing lost data is not efficient, as the level
of redundancy decreases when peers leave the system. Conseque tly, P2P storage systems need
to compensate the loss of data by continuously storing additional redundant data onto new hosts.
Systems may rely on a central authority that reconstructs fragments when necessary; these systems
will be referred to ascentralized-recovery systems. Alternatively, secure agents running on new
hosts can reconstruct by themselves the data to be stored on the hosts disks. Such systems will be
referred to asdistributed-recovery systems. A centralized server can recover at once multiple losses
of the same document in the centralized-recovery scheme. This is not possible in the distributed case
where each new host – thanks to its secure agent – recovers only one loss per document. Also, the
distributed-recovery mechanism generates more management traffic than the centralized-recovery
mechanism. However, the centralized solution can become coputationally very heavy and poses
the problem of a single-point of failure.
Regardless of the recovery mechanism used, two repair policies can be adopted. In theeager
policy, when the system detects that one host has left the network, it immediately initiates the recon-
struction of the lost data that once recovered will be storedn new peers. Using this policy, data only
becomes unavailable when hosts fail more quickly than failures can be detected and repaired. This
policy is simple but makes no distinction between permanentd partures that need to be recovered,
and transient disconnections that do not.
Having in mind that connections may experience temporary failures, one may want a system that
defers the repair beyond the detection of first data loss. This alternative policy inherently uses less
bandwidth than the eager policy. However, it is obvious thatan additional redundancy is necessary
to mask and to tolerate host departures for the extended period. This approach is calledlazy repair
because the explicit goal is to delay repair work for as long as possible.
In this paper, we aim at developing mathematical models to characterize fundamental perfor-
mance metrics (lifetime and availability – see next paragraph) of P2P storage systems. We are in-
terested in evaluating the centralized- and distributed-recovery mechanisms discussed earlier, when
either eager or lazy repair policy is enforced. We will focuso r study on the quality of service de-
livered to each block of data. We aim at addressing fundamental design issues such as:how to tune
the system parameters so as to maximize data lifetime while keeping a low storage overhead and
achievable bandwidth use?
The lifetimeof data in the P2P system is a random variable; we will investigate its distribution
function. Data availabilitymetrics refer to the amount of redundant fragments. We will consider
two such metrics: the expected number of available redundant fr gments, and the fraction of time
during which the number of available redundant fragment exce ds a given threshold. For each
data recovery implementation (centralized/distributed)we will derive these metrics in closed-form
through a Markovian analysis.
INRIA
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In the following, Sect. 2 briefly reviews related work and Sect. 3 introduces the notation and
assumptions used throughout the paper. Sections 4 and 5 are dedicated to the modeling of the
centralized- and distributed-recovery mechanism, considering two different distributions for peer
availability. In Sect. 6, we provide numerical results showing the performance of the centralized and
decentralized schemes, under eitehr the eager or the lazy polic . We further discuss some important
issues in different contexts using the parameters of four real distributed environments. Section 7
concludes the paper.
2 Related work and background
The literature on the architecture and file system of distribu ed storage systems is abundant (see [12,
22, 11, 16, 21, 8]; non-exhaustive list) but only a few studies have developed analytical models of
distributed storage systems to understand the trade-offs between the availability and lifetime of the
files and the redundancy involved in storing the data.
In [18], Weatherspoon and Kubiatowicz characterize the availability and durability gains pro-
vided by an erasure-resilient system. They quantitativelycompare replication-based and erasure-
coded systems. They show that erasure codes use an order of magnitude less bandwidth and storage
than replication for systems with similar durability. Utard and Vernois perform another compari-
son between the full replication mechanism and erasure codes through a simple stochastic model
for node behavior [17]. They observe that simple replication schemes may be more efficient than
erasure codes in presence of very low peers availability. A thorough analysis of erasure codes under
different scenarios is performed in [13], where Lin, Chiu and Lee consider two key parameters: the
peer availability level and the storage overhead.
In [9], Blake and Rodrigues argue that the cost of dynamic membership makes the cooperative
storage infeasible in transiently available peer-to-peerenvironments. In other words, when redun-
dancy, data scale, and dynamics are all high, the needed cross-system bandwidth is unreasonable
when clients desire to download files during a reasonable tim.
Characterizing machine availability both in local and widear a environments has been the focus
of [19]. In this technical report, Nurmi, Brevik and Wolski an lyze three sets of data each measuring
machine availability in a different setting, and perform goodness-of-fit tests on each data set to
assess which out of four distributions best fits the data. They have found that a hyper-exponential
model fits more accurately the machine availability durations than the exponential, Pareto, or Weibull
distribution. More recently, Ramabhadran and Pasquale anayzed theAll-pairs-pingdata set [24] that
reports measures of both uptime and downtime for Planetlab [23] nodes. By plotting the cumulative
distribution function of each duration (uptime/downtime), they conjecture in [15] that an exponential
distribution is a reasonable fit for both uptime and downtime. This conjecture comes to support one
of the key assumptions of the model presented in that paper, namely that “node participation can be
modeled by an exponential distribution”.
In fact, the main purpose of [15] is the analysis of a storage system usingfull replication for data
reliability, so in this aspect, [15] is the closest work to ours even though their model and analysis
do not apply for erasure-coded systems (we will see later that our models apply to either replicated
or erasure-coded systems). The authors of [15] develop a Markov chain analysis, then derive an
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expression for the lifetime of the replicated state and study the impact of bandwidth and storage
limits on the system. However – and this is another major difference with the work presented here,
transient disconnections are not considered in their model.
3 System description and notation
In the following, we will distinguish thepeers, which are computers where data is stored and which
form a storage system, from theuserswhose objective is to retrieve the data stored in the storage
system.
We consider a distributed storage system in which peers randomly join and leave the system.
Upon a peer disconnection, all data stored on this peer is no lo ger available to the users of the
storage system and is considered to be lost. In order to improve data availability and increase the
reliability of the storage system, it is therefore crucial to add redundancy to the system.
In this paper, we consider a single block of dataD, divided intos equally sized fragments to
which, using erasure codes (e.g. [6]),r redundant fragments are added. Theses + r fragments are
stored overs + r different peers. DataD is said to beavailableif any s fragments out of thes + r
fragments are available andlostotherwise. We assume that at leasts fragments are available at time
t = 0. Note that this notation can also serve to model systems using replication instead of erasure
codes, in which cases = 1 and ther redundant fragments will simply be replicas of the unique
fragment of the block. This notation – and hence our modeling– is general enough to study both
replication-based and erasure codes-based storage system.
Over time, a peer can be eitherconnectedto ordisconnectedfrom the storage system. At recon-
nection, a peer may still or may not store one fragment. We denote byp the probability that a peer
that reconnects still stores one fragment and that this fragment is different from all other fragments
available in the system.
We refer to ason-time(resp.off-time) a time-interval during which a peer is always connected
(resp. disconnected). We assume that the successive durations of on-times (resp. off-times) of a
peer form a sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables (rvs). We
further assume that peers behave independently of each other, w ich implies that on-time and off-
time sequences associated with any set of peers are statistically independent.
The off-times are assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameterλ > 0, in agreement
with the analysis of [15]. As for the on-times, we first assumethem to be exponentially distributed
with parameterµ > 0 (see previous work [7]). The resulting model will be denoted“the basic
model”. However, in light of the analyses reported in [19, 15], we realized that different distributed
environments may exhibit different on-times distributions. Therefore, we propose and analyze a
more elaborate model, called “the improved model”, in whichthe distribution of on-times durations
is hyper-exponential withn phases; the parameters of phasei are{pi, µi}. The basic model is in
fact a special case of the improved model whenn = 1.
Data stored on a connected peer is available at once and can beused to retrieve or reconstruct
a block of data. Typically, the number of connected peers at any time in a storage system is much
larger than the number of fragments associated with a given dataD. Therefore, we assume that there
INRIA
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are always at leastr connected peers – hereafter referred to asnewpeers – which are ready to receive
and to store fragments ofD. A peer may store at most one fragment ofD.
As discussed in Sect. 1 we will investigate the performance of tw different repair policies: the
eagerand thelazy repair policies. In the eager policy a fragment ofD is reconstructed as soon as
one fragment has become unavailable due to a peer disconnection. In the lazy policy, the repair
is delayed until the number of unavailable fragments reaches a given threshold, denotedk. In the
latter case we must have thatk ≤ r sinceD is lost if more thanr fragments are not available in the
storage system at a given time. Both repair policies can be repres nted by the threshold parameter
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}, wherek can take any value in the set{2, . . . , r} in the lazy policy andk = 1 in
the eager policy.
Let us now describe the fragment recovery mechanism. As mentioned in Sect. 1, we will consider
two implementations of the eager and lazy recovery mechanisms, acentralizedand adistributed
implementation. Assume thatk ≤ r fragments are no longer available due to peer disconnections s
that lost data have to be restored.
In the centralized implementation, a central authority will: ( ) downloads fragments from the
peers which are connected, (ii) reconstruct at once thek unavailable fragments, and (iii) transmit
each of them to a new peer for storage. We will assume that the to al time required to perform these
tasks is exponentially distributed with rateβc(k) > 0 and that successive recoveries are statistically
independent.
In the distributed implementation, a secure agent on one newpeer is notified of the identity of
oneout of thek unavailable fragments for it to reconstruct it. Upon notification, the secure agent
downloadss fragments ofD from the peers which are connected, reconstructs the specified fragment
and stores it on the peer’s disk; the secure agent then discars thes downloaded fragments so as to
meet the security constraint that only one fragment of a block of data is held by a peer. This operation
iterates until less thank fragments are sensed unavailable.
We will assume that the total time required by a secure agent to perform the download, recon-
struct and store a new fragment follows an exponential distribution with rateβd > 0; we assume that
each recovery is independent of prior recoveries and that concurrent recoveries are also mutually
independent rvs.
The exponential distribution for the recovery process has minly been assumed for the sake
of mathematical tractability. We however believe that thisis a reasonable assumption due to the
unpredictable nature of the peer/user dynamics, and to the variability of network delays and the
bandwidth available at peers.
Table 1 recapitulates the parameters introduced in this section. We will refer tos, r andk as the
protocolparameters,p, λ, µ and{pi, µi}i=1,...,n as thepeersparameters, andβc(k) andβd as the
networkparameters.
We conclude this section by a word on the notation: a subscript “c” (resp. “d”) will indicate that
we are considering the centralized (resp. distributed) scheme; in the basic (resp. improved) model,
we will add to the rvs a superscript “e” (resp. “h”) referring to the assumption on the distribution of
peers on-times: exponential in the basic model and hyper-exponential in the improved model. The
notatione(i)j refers to arow vector of dimensionj whose entries are null except thei-th entry that is
RR n° 6392
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Table 1: System parameters.
D Block of data
s Original number of fragments of a given block
r Number of redundant fragments
k Threshold triggering the repair process
p Persistence probability
λ Peers arrival rate
µ Peers failure rate in basic model
{pi, µi}i=1,...,n Parameters of the peers failure process in improved model
βc(k) Recovery rate in centralized implementation
βd Recovery rate in distributed implementation
equal to1; the notation1j refers to acolumnvector of dimensionj whose each entry is equal to1.
Last,1l{A} is the characteristic function of eventA.
4 Centralized repair systems
In this section, we address the performance of P2P storage syst ms using the centralized-recovery
mechanism, as described in Sect. 3. We will focus on a single block of dataD, and pay attention
solely to peers storing fragments of this block.
Recall that we consider two different assumptions on the distribution of peers on-times. The
exponential distribution with parameterµ is used in the basic model whose analysis has first appeared
in [7]. This model is reviewed in Sect. 4.1 for completeness.The hyper-exponential distribution with
n phases is considered in the improved model whose analysis ispresented in Sect. 4.2.
4.1 The basic model
Let Xec (t) be a{a, 0, 1, . . . , r}-valued rv, whereX
e
c (t) = i ∈ T
e := {0, 1, . . . , r} indicates that
s + i fragments ofD are available at timet, andXec (t) = a indicates that less thans fragments of
D are available at timet. We assume thatXec (0) ∈ T
e so as to reflect the assumption that at leasts
fragments are available att = 0.
If at a given timet a peer disconnects from the storage system whileXec (t) = 0, then there will
be strictly less thans fragments ofD in the system. Recovering then lost fragments is impossible
unless one of the peers having a fragment ofD reconnects to the systemandstill has its data. Recall
that this happens with a probabilityp; in other words, recoveringD becomes a probabilistic event.
The block of dataD is available with probability 1 as long as there are at leasts fragments ofD
(implying Xec (t) ≥ 0 but the other way round is not true). Otherwise, we consider th blockD to be
lost.
Thanks to the assumptions made in Sect. 3, it is easily seen that Xec := {X
e
c (t), t ≥ 0} is an
absorbing homogeneous Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC) with transient states0, 1, . . . , r
INRIA
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0 1 r − 1i + 1
rpλ (r − i)pλ
sµ (s + 1)µ (s + r)µ(s + i + 1)µ
βc(r) βc(r − 1)1l{k ≤ r − 1}
βc(r − i)1l{k ≤ r − i}
ria
pλ + βc(1)1l{k = 1}
· · ·· · ·
absorbing
state
...
Figure 1: Transition rates of the absorbing Markov chain{Xec (t), t ≥ 0}.
and with a single absorbing statea representing the situation whenD is lost. Non-zero transition
rates of{Xec (t), t ≥ 0} are shown in Fig. 1.
4.1.1 Data lifetime
This section is devoted to the analysis of the data lifetime.Let T ec (i) := inf{t ≥ 0 : X
e
c (t) = a}
be the time until absorption in statea starting fromXec (0) = i, or equivalently the time at which
the block of dataD is lost given that the initial amount of redundant fragmentsof D is i. In the
following, T ec (i) will be referred to as theconditional block lifetime.
We are interested inP (T ec (i) ≤ x) andE[T
e
c (i)], respectively the probability distribution and
expectation of the block lifetime given thatXec (0) = i for i ∈ T
e.
Let Qec = [q
e
c(i, j)]i,j∈T e be a matrix, where for anyi 6= j, the elementq
e
c(i, j) gives the
transition rate of the Markov chainXec from transient statei to transient statej, and−q
e
c(i, i) for
anyi ∈ T e is the total transition rate out of statei. Non-zero entries ofQec are
qec(i, i − 1) = ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , r,
qec(i, i + 1) = bi + 1l{i = r − 1}cr−1, i = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1,
qec(i, r) = ci, i = 0, 1, . . . , min{r − k, r − 2},
qec(i, i) = −(ai + bi + ci), i = 0, 1, . . . , r,
(1)
whereai := (s + i)µ, bi := (r − i)pλ andci := βc(r − i)1l{i ≤ r − k} for i ∈ T e. Note thatQec is
not an infinitesimal generator since entries in its first row (i = 0) do not sum up to0.
From the theory of absorbing Markov chains, we know that (e.g. [3, Lemma 2.2])
P (T ec (i) ≤ x) = 1 − e
(i+1)
r+1 · exp (xQ
e
c) · 1r+1, x > 0, i ∈ T
e. (2)
Recall from Sect. 3 thate(i+1)r+1 and1r+1 are vectors of dimensionr + 1; all entries ofe
(i+1)
r+1 are
null except the(i + 1)-th entry (entryi) that is equal to1, and all entries of1r+1 are equal to1. The
terme(i+1)r+1 · exp (xQ
e
c) · 1r+1 is nothing but the summation of allr + 1 elements in rowi of matrix
exp (xQec).
We also know that the expectation of the time until absorption can be written as [3, p. 46],
E [T ec (i)] = −e
(i+1)
r+1 · (Q
e
c)
−1
· 1r+1, i ∈ T
e, (3)
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where the existence of(Qec)
−1 is a consequence of the fact that all states inT e are transient [3, p.
45].
Consider now
T ec (i, j) :=
∫ T e
c
(i)
0
1l{Xec (t) = j}dt
that is the total time spent by the CTMC in transient statej given thatXec (0) = i. It can also be
shown that [1]
E [T ec (i, j)] = −e
(i+1)
r+1 · (Q
e
c)
−1
· te
(j+1)
r+1 , i, j ∈ T
e, (4)
wherete(j+1)r+1 is a column vector, transpose ofe
(j+1)
r+1 . In other words,E[T
e
c (i, j)] is the(i, j)-th
element of matrix− (Qec)
−1.
Even whenβc(0) = · · · = βc(r), an explicit calculation of eitherP (T ec (i) < x), E[T
e
c (i)] or
E[T ec (i, j)] is intractable, for any value of the thresholdk in {1, 2, . . . , r}. Numerical results for
E[T ec (r)] andP (T
e
c (r) > 10 years) are reported in Sect. 6.3 whenβc(0) = · · · = βc(r).
4.1.2 Data availability
In this section we introduce different metrics to quantify the availability of the block of data. The
fraction of time spent by the absorbing Markov chain{Xec (t), t ≥ 0} in statej starting at timet = 0
from statei is
E
[
1
T ec (i)
∫ T e
c
(i)
0
1l{Xec (t) = j}dt
]
.
However, since it is difficult to find a closed-form expression f r this quantity, we will instead ap-
proximate it by the ratio
E[T ec (i, j)]
E[T ec (i)]
.
Note that we have validated this approximation by simulation, as shown in Fig. 8, Sect. 6.4.
With this in mind, we introduce the first availability metric
M ec,1(i) :=
r
∑
j=0
j
E[T ec (i, j)]
E[T ec (i)]
, i ∈ T e, (5)
that we can interpret as the expected number of available redundant fragments during the block
lifetime, given thatXec (0) = i ∈ T
e.
A second metric is
M ec,2(i) :=
r
∑
j=m
E[T ec (i, j)]
E[T ec (i)]
, i ∈ T e, (6)
INRIA
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that we can interpret as the fraction of time when there are atl astm redundant fragments during
the block lifetime, given thatXec (0) = i ∈ T
e.
Both quantitiesM ec,1(i) andM
e
c,2(i) can be (numerically) computed from (3) and (4). Numerical
results forM ec,2(r) are reported in Sect. 6.4 form = r − k in (6).
Since it is difficult to come up with an explicit expression for either metricM ec,1(i) orM
e
c,2(i), we
make the assumption that parametersk andr have been selected so that the time before absorption is
arbitrarily “large”. This can be formalized, for instance,by requesting thatP (T ec (r) > q) > 1 − ǫ,
where parametersq andǫ are set according to the particular storage application(s). Instances are
given in Sect. 6.3.
In this setting, one may represent the state of the storage syst m by a new Markov chaiñXec :=
{X̃ec (t), t ≥ 0}, which is irreducible and aperiodic – and therefore ergodic– on the state-spaceT
e.
Let Q̃ec = [q̃
e
c(i, j)]i,j∈T e be its infinitesimal generator. Matrices̃Q
e
c andQ
e
c – whose non-zero
entries are given in (1) – are identical except forq̃ec(0, 0) = −(u0 +d0). Until the end of this section
we assume thatβc(i) = βc for i ∈ T e.
Let πec(i) be the stationary probability that̃X
e
c is in statei. Our objective is to computeE[X̃
e
c ] =
∑r
i=0 iπ
e
c(i), the (stationary) expected number of available redundant fr gments. To this end, let
us introducefec (z) =
∑r
i=0 z
iπec(i), the generating function of the stationary probabilitiesπ
e
c =
(πec(0), π
e
c(1), . . . , π
e
c(r)).
Starting from the Kolmogorov balance equationsπec ·Q̃
e
c = 0, and using the normalizing equation
πec · 1r+1 = 1, standard algebra yields
(µ + pλ z)
dfec (z)
dz
= rpλfec (z) − sµ
fec (z) − π
e
c(0)
z
+ βc
fec (z) − z
r
1 − z
−βc
r
∑
i=r−k+1
zi − zr
1 − z
πec(i).
Lettingz = 1 and using the identitiesfec (1) = 1 anddf
e
c (z)/dz|z=1 = E[X̃
e
c ], we find
E[X̃ec ] =
r(pλ + βc) − sµ(1 − π
e
c(0)) − βc
∑k−1
i=0 iπ
e
c(r − i)
µ + pλ + βc
. (7)
Unfortunately, it is not possible to find an explicit expression for E[X̃ec ] since this quantity depends
on the probabilitiesπec(0), π
e
c(r − (k − 1)), π
e
c(r − (k − 2)), . . . , π
e
c(r), which cannot be computed
in explicit form. If k = 1 then
E[X̃ec ] =
r(pλ + βc) − sµ(1 − π
e
c(0))
µ + pλ + βc
, (8)
which still depends on the unknown probabilityπec(0).
Below, we use a mean field approximation to develop an approximation formula forE[X̃ec ] for
k = 1, in the case where the maximum number of redundant fragmentsr is large. Until the end of
this section we assume thatk = 1. Using [5, Thm. 3.1] we know that, whenr is large, the expected
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number of available redundant fragments at timet, E[X̃ec (t)], is solution of the following first-order
differential (ODE) equation
ẏ(t) = −(µ + pλ + βc)y(t) − sµ + r(pλ + βc).
The equilibrium point of the above ODE is reached when time gos t infinity, which suggests to
approximateE[X̃ec ], whenr is large, by
E[X̃ec ] ≈ y(∞) =
r(pλ + βc) − sµ
µ + pλ + βc
. (9)
Observe that this simply amounts to neglect of the probability πec(0) in (8) for larger.
4.2 The improved model
We consider in this section that peers on-times are hyper-exponentially distributed, havingn phases;
phasei has parameterµi > 0 and occurs with probabilitypi for i = 1, . . . , n. We naturally have
∑n
i=1 pi = 1. Recall that the hyper-exponential distribution is a mixture or weighted sum of ex-
ponentials and its density function is given by
∑n
i=0 piµi exp(−µix). This model is hence a gen-
eralization of the basic model, since setting= 1 (thenp1 = 1) andµ1 = µ returns the basic
model.
The easiest way to think about hyper-exponential distribution in our context is to suppose that
there aren types of peers, [4, p. 266], where peers of typei have on-times distributed exponentially
with parameterµi, and0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 is the proportion of peers that are of typei. The system state-
space, unlike the previous model, will have to include knowledge of the peers types to be able to
incorporate hyper-exponential distribution into a Markovchain model, where the Markov property
must hold. It is no longer sufficient to consider solely the number of availableredundantfragments
of D. Not only we need to keep trace of all available fragments butalso on which type of peers are
they stored.
For later use, introduce an-tuple i = (i1, . . . , in) with il ∈ {0, . . . , s + r} and a function
S(i) :=
∑n
l=1 il. It will be convenient to introduce setsEI := {i ∈ {0, . . . , s + r}
n, S(i) = I}
for I = s, . . . , s + r. The setEI consists of all system states in which the number of fragments of
D currently available is equal toI. For anyI, the cardinal ofEI is
(
I+n−1
n−1
)
(think of the possible
selections ofn − 1 boxes in a row ofI + n − 1 boxes, so as to delimitn groups of boxes summing
up toI).
Let Xhc (t) represent the system state at timet. The rvX
h
c (t) takes value in{a} ∪ T
h where
T h :=
⋃s+r
I=s EI . X
h
c (t) = a indicates that less thans fragments ofD are available at timet, and
Xhc (t) = i = (i1, . . . , in) indicates thatil ∈ {0, . . . , s + r} fragments ofD are stored on a peer of
typel for l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, such that the total number of available fragmentsS(i) lays betweens and
s + r.
Thanks to the assumptions made in Sect. 3, the processXhc := {X
h
c (t), t ≥ 0} is an absorbing
Markov chain, with one single absorbing stateand|T h| =
∑s+r
I=s
(
I+n−1
n−1
)
transient states.
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4.2.1 Data lifetime
IntroduceT hc (EI) := inf{t ≥ 0 : X
h
c (t) = a|X
h
c (0) ∈ EI}, the time until absorption in statea
given that the initial number of fragments ofD available in the system is equal toI. In this section,
we will derive the probability distribution and the expectation of T hc (EI).
LetQhc = [q
h
c (i, j)]i,j∈T h be a matrix whereq
h
c (i, j) gives the transition rate ofX
h
c from transient
statei to transient statej for i 6= j, and−qhc (i, i) gives the total transition rate out of statei. Introduce
for i, j ∈ T h andl = 1, . . . , n
Al := ilµl1l{1 ≤ il ≤ s + r}
Bi,l := pl(s + r − S(i))pλ1l{0 ≤ il ≤ s + r − 1}
Ci,j := βc(s + r − S(i))1l{S(i) ≤ s + r − k}
(
S(j − i)
j1 − i1, j2 − i2, . . . , jn − in
) n
∏
l=1
pjl−ill
where the multinomial coefficient is used in the expression of Ci,j. Non-zero elements ofQhc are
qhc
(
i, i − e
(l)
n
)
= Al, s + 1 ≤ S(i) ≤ s + r,
1 ≤ il ≤ s + r,
qhc
(
i, i + e
(l)
n
)
= Bi,l, s ≤ S(i) ≤ s + r − 2,
qhc
(
i, i + e
(l)
n
)
= Bi,l + Ci,i+e(l)n
, S(i) = s + r − 1,













for l = 1, . . . , n,
qhc (i, j) = Ci,j, s ≤ S(i) ≤ min{s + r − k, s + r − 2},
S(j) = s + r,
jl ≥ il for l = 1, . . . , n,
qhc (i, i) = −
n
∑
l=1
(Al + Bi,l) −
∑
j∈T h,S(j)=s+r
Ci,j, s ≤ S(i) ≤ s + r. (10)
Similarly to (2), we can write
P
(
T hc ({i}) ≤ x
)
= 1 − e
(ind(i))
|T h|
· exp
(
xQhc
)
· 1|T h|, x > 0, i ∈ T
h, (11)
whereind(i) refers to the index of statei in matrixQhc andT
h
c ({i}) is the time until absorption in
statea given that the system initiates in statei. Letπi denote the probability that the system initiates
in statei ∈ EI given thatXhc (0) ∈ EI . We can write
πi := P
(
Xhc (0) = i ∈ EI |X
h
c (0) ∈ EI
)
=
(
I
i1, i2, . . . , in
) n
∏
l=1
pill . (12)
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We naturally have that
∑
i∈EI
πi = 1 whateverI = s, . . . , s + r. Using (11) and (12) and the total
probability theorem yields
P
(
T hc (EI) ≤ x
)
=
∑
i∈EI
P
(
T hc ({i}) ≤ x
)
πi (13)
= 1 −
∑
i∈EI
πie
(ind(i))
|T h|
· exp
(
xQhc
)
· 1|T h|, x > 0, i ∈ T
h. (14)
The expectation of the block lifetime when there are initially I fragments available in the system is
given by
E
[
T hc (EI)
]
= −
∑
i∈EI
πie
(ind(i))
|T h|
·
(
Qhc
)−1
· 1|T h|, I = s, . . . , s + r. (15)
Similarly to (4), we can compute
E
[
T hc (EI , EJ)
]
=
∑
j∈EJ
E
[
T hc (EI , {j})
]
= −
∑
i∈EI
∑
j∈EJ
πie
(ind(i))
|T h|
·
(
Qhc
)−1
· e
(ind(j))
|T h|
, I, J = s, . . . , s + r. (16)
whereT hc (EI , EJ) is the total time spent in transient statesj ∈ EJ given thatX
h
c (0) ∈ EI . In other
words,T hc (EI , EJ) represents the time during whichJ fragments ofD are available given that the
system had initiallyI fragments ofD.
Numerical results are reported in Sect. 6.
4.2.2 Data availability
The data availability are quantified, as motivated in Sect. 4.1 2, by the following two metrics for
s ≤ I ≤ s + r.
Mhc,1(EI) :=
s+r
∑
J=s
J
E
[
T hc (EI , EJ)
]
E [T hc (EI)]
, Mhc,2(EI) :=
s+r
∑
J=m
E
[
T hc (EI , EJ)
]
E [T hc (EI)]
. (17)
The first availability metric can be interpreted as the expected number of available fragments during
the block lifetime, given that the initial number of fragments at timet = 0 is I. The second metric
can be interpreted as the fraction of time when there are at leas m fragments during the block
lifetime, given that the initial number of fragments at timet = 0 is I. Both quantities can be
numerically computed.
Again similar to what was done in Sect. 4.1.2, we will assume that he parametersandk are
tuned such that the time before absorption in statea is arbitrarily long. Neglecting then the absorbing
statea, we may represent the state of the storage system by an irreducible, aperiodic Markov chain on
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the state-spaceT h, denotedX̃hc := {X̃
h
c (t), t ≥ 0}. Let Q̃
h
c = [q̃
h
c (i, j)]i,j∈T h be its infinitesimal
generator. Matrices̃Qhc andQ
h
c , whose non-zero entries are given in (10), are identical except for
q̃hc (i, i) = −
n
∑
l=1
Bi,l −
∑
j∈T h,S(j)=s+r
Ci,j
for all statesi ∈ Es (i.e. S(i) = s).
Let πhc (i) be the stationary probability that̃X
h
c is in statei. The (stationary) expected number of
available fragments can be computed from
E[S(X̃hc )] =
∑
i∈T h
S(i)πhc (i)
=
s+r
∑
I=s
I
∑
i∈EI
πhc (i).
As the data lifetime becomes sufficiently long, the first availability metric given in (17) converges to
E[S(X̃hc )].
5 Distributed repair systems
In this section, we address the performance of P2P storage syst ms that use the distributed-recovery
mechanism, as described in Sect. 3. Alike in Sect. 4, we will start by reviewing the basic model that
appeared in [7] and then study the improved model. Since the analysis is very similar to the analysis
in Sect. 4 we will only sketch it.
5.1 The basic model
We assume, as in Sect. 4.1, that the successive durations of o-times of a peer form a sequence of
iid rvs, with an exponential distribution with parameterµ > 0.
5.1.1 Data lifetime
Alike the basic model in the centralized implementation, the state of the system can be represented
by an absorbing Markov chainXed := {X
e
d(t), t ≥ 0}, taking values in the set{a} ∪ T
e (recall that
T e = {0, 1, . . . , r}). Statea is the absorbing state indicating that the block of data is lost (less than
s fragments ofD available), and statei ∈ T e gives the number of availabler dundantfragments.
The non-zero transition rates of this absorbing Markov chain are displayed in Fig. 2.
Non-zero entries of the matrixQed = [q
e
d(i, j)]i,j∈T e associated with the absorbing Markov chain
Xed are given by
qed(i, i − 1) = ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , r,
qed(i, i + 1) = bi + di, i = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1,
qed(i, i) = −(ai + bi + di), i = 0, 1, . . . , r,
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0 r − 1i + 1
rpλ + βd (r − i)pλ + βd1l{k ≤ r − i}
1
sµ (s + 1)µ (s + r)µ(s + i + 1)µ
a ri
pλ + βd1l{k = 1}
. . .. . .
Figure 2: Transition rates of the absorbing Markov chain{Xed(t), t ≥ 0}.
with di := βd1l{i ≤ r − k} for i = 0, 1, . . . , r, whereai andbi are defined in Sect. 4.1.1. Introduce
T ed (i) := inf{t ≥ 0 : X
e
d(t) = a} the time until absorption in statea given thatX
e
d(0) = i,
and letT ed (i, j) be the total time spent in transient statej starting at timet = 0 in transient state
i. The probability distributionP (T ed (i) ≤ x), E[T
e
d (i)] andE[T
e
d (i, j)] are given by (2), (3) and
(4), respectively, after replacing the matrixQec with the matrixQ
e
d. Alike for Q
e
c it is not tractable
to explicitly invert Qed. Numerical results forE[T
e
d (r)] andP (T
e
d (r) > 1 year) are reported in
Sect. 6.3.
5.1.2 Data availability
As motivated in Sect. 4.1.2 the two availability metrics aregiven by
M ed,1(i) :=
r
∑
j=0
j
E[T ed (i, j)]
E[T ed (i)]
, M ed,2(i) :=
r
∑
j=m
E[T ed (i, j)]
E[T ed (i)]
, (18)
Numerical results are given in Sect. 6.4. Similar to what wasdone in Sect. 4.1.2, let us assume that
parametersr andk have been tuned so that the time before absorption is “long”.If so, then as an
approximation one can consider that absorbing statea can no longer be reached. The Markov chain
Xed becomes an irreducible, aperiodic Markov chain on the setT
e, denotedX̃ed. More precisely, it
becomes a birth and death process (see Fig. 2). Letπed(i) be the stationary probability that̃X
e
d is in
statei, then (e.g. [2])
πed(i) =

1 +
r
∑
i=1
i−1
∏
j=0
bj + dj
aj+1


−1
·
i−1
∏
j=0
bj + dj
aj+1
, i ∈ T e. (19)
From (19) we can derive the expected number of available redundant fragments through the formula
E[X̃ed] =
∑r
i=0 iπ
e
d(i). Numerical results forE[X̃
e
d], or more precisely, for its deviation from
M ed,1(r) are reported in Sect. 6.4.
5.2 The improved model
Consider now that peers on-times are hyper-exponentially distributed, withn phases and same pa-
rameters as in Sect. 4.2. Again, the basic model can be retriev d by settingn = 1 (thenp1 = 1)
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andµ1 = µ. As discussed in Sect. 4.2, the state of the system can be reprsented by an absorb-
ing Markov chainXhd := {X
h
d (t), t ≥ 0}, taking values in{a} ∪ T
h. Non-zero entries of matrix
Qhd := [q
h
d (i, j)]i,j∈T h associated with the absorbing Markov chainX
h
d are given by
qhd
(
i, i− e
(l)
n
)
= Al, s + 1 ≤ S(i) ≤ s + r,
1 ≤ il ≤ s + r,
qhd
(
i, i + e
(l)
n
)
= Bi,l + Di,l, s ≤ S(i) ≤ s + r − 1,







for l = 1, . . . , n,
qhd (i, i) = −
n
∑
l=1
(Al + Bi,l + Di,l), s ≤ S(i) ≤ s + r, (20)
whereDi,l := plβd1l{S(i) ≤ s + r − k} andAl andBi,l have been defined in Sect. 4.2.1.
P
(
T hd (EI) ≤ x
)
, E
[
T hd (EI)
]
, E
[
T hd (EI , EJ)
]
, Mhd,1 (EI) andM
h
d,2 (EI) are given by (14), (15),
(16) and (17) respectively, after replacing the matrixQhc with the matrixQ
h
d .
Observe that neglect of the absorption in stateyields a quasi birth-death process, where all
states inEI are grouped together forI = s, . . . , s + r.
Numerical results for these metrics are reported in the nexts ction.
6 Numerical results
In this section, we will first assess whether the basic model is robust against violation of the exponen-
tial assumption on peers on-times. Applying then the appropriate model to four different scenarios,
we characterize the performance metrics defined in the paperagainst the system parameters. Last,
we illustrate how our models can be used to engineer storage syst ms. Throughout the numerical
computations, we consider both centralized- and distributed-recovery implementations.
6.1 Parameter values
Our mathematical models have been solved numerically usinga set of parameters values. The pro-
tocol parameters have been set as follows.
Original number of fragments s. Block sizes in P2P systems are usually set to either 256KB,
512KB or 1MB and the fragment size to 64KB. This yields an original number of fragmentsin the
set{4, 8, 16}. We will considers = 8 through most of our computations. The impact of this param-
eter on the performance of the system is assessed through thecomputation of the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the block lifetime in two scenarios.
Number of redundant fragmentsr and recovery thresholdk. The amount of redundancyr will
be varied from 1 to 30 and for each value ofr, we vary the thresholdk from 1 to r. Our aim is
to provide guidelines on how to select these parameters so asto guarantee a desired level of data
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Table 2: Data sets characteristics and corresponding peersarameters values
Data set LMG CSIL Condor All-pairs-ping
Context Internet LAN Internet PlanetLab
Covered period 3 months 8 weeks 6 weeks 21 months
Number of peers 1170 83 210 200–550
On-times distribution H3 [19] H3 [19] H2 [19] Exp. [15]
(best fit) (best fit) (best fit) (reasonable)
On-times parameters
p1 0.282 0.464 0.592 1
p2 0.271 0.197 0.408 –
p3 0.447 0.339 – –
1/µ1 (hours) 910.7 250.3 0.094 181
1/µ2 (hours) 0.224 1.425 3.704 –
1/µ3 (hours) 199.8 33.39 – –
Mean on-time (hours) 352.2 127.7 1.567 181 [15]
Mean off-time (hours) 48.43 [14] 48 1.567 or 0.522 61 [15]
Percentage of on-times 0.879 0.727 0.5 or 0.75 0.750
Persistence probabilityp 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.4
lifetime and or availability. Observe that the optimal amount of redundancyr comes as a trade-
off between high data availability and high storage efficieny and is connected with the recovery
thresholdk. Smaller threshold values allow for smaller amounts of redundant data at the expense
of higher bandwidth utilization. The trade-off here is betwen efficient storage use (smallr) and
efficient bandwidth use (largek).
Peers parametersλ, {pi, µi}i=1,...,n and p. Concerning the peers parameters, we rely on the
findings of [19, 15]. The three data sets analyzed in [19] report different flavors of peer “availabil-
ity”, but all are best fit by a hyper-exponential distribution. An exponential distribution is found to
“reasonably” fit theAll-pairs-pingdata set in [15]. The basic characteristics of the four data se s
considered here and the corresponding values of the peers parameters are reported in Table 2.
TheLMG set has been collected by Long, Muir and Golding [14]. It is baed on Poisson probes
sent to 1170 nodes in the Internet every 10 minutes on average. Each poll returned either the time
since the host was last initialized, or a failure. The setsCSIL andCondorhave been collected by
Nurmi, Brevik and Wolski [19]. TheCSILset reports uptime of machines in the Computer Science
Instructional Laboratory (CSIL) at the University of California, Santa Barbara. As for theCondor
set, it reports CPU idle times of peers in a Condor pool [20] atthe University of Wisconsin, in
other words, it reports the availability of peers to performan external job (the Condor pool offers
processing time to the whole Internet). This can be seen as the time during which a peer may
participate in a storage system. TheAll-pairs-pingset has been obtained by Stribling [24] after the
processing of ping requests between each pair of PlanetLab [23] nodes. Each node pings every other
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node roughly 4 times an hour. A 10-probes ping is considered successful only if at least one probe
response was received.
Out of the four scenarios considered,Condorexperiences the highest dynamics. This behavior
has been reported elsewhere concerning peers on the Internet. For instance, it has been observed
in [8] that on average peers join/leave the Internet more than six times per day and that sessions last
for one hour on average. The probability of finding a peer connected or equivalently the percentage
of on-times in a peer life cycle is reported in the sixteenth row of Table 2 as a complement of
information. We will refer to this metric as thepeers availability. The smallest peers availability is
considered in theCondorscenario for1/λ = 1.567.
We have arbitrarily setp = 0.4 when peers availability is very high, like in theLMG, CSILand
All-pairs-pingscenarios, andp = 0.8 in theCondorscenario.
Recovery ratesβc(k) and βd. The recovery time is composed of various durations: the download
time of s fragments, the reconstruction of lost fragments, and the tim to store the reconstructed
fragments on their hosts. Observe that storage time dependson whether the storage is made on
a local disk, like in the distributed implementation, or over the network on a remote disk, like in
centralized implementation, in which case the network latency is to be accounted for. As a result,
we should always haveβc(k) < βd. From now on, the recovery rate in the centralized scheme is
made constant.
In scenarios where peers are highly available, as reported in theLMG andCSIL data sets, we
consider1/βc = 22 minutes and1/βd = 20 minutes. In scenarios where peers are either very
dynamic or disconnected for long periods, like with theCondoror theAll-pairs-pingdata sets, we
expect the recovery process to last longer. Thus we set1/βc = 34 minutes and1/βd = 30 minutes.
In scenarios having the characteristics of eitherLMG, CSILor All-pairs-pingdata sets, the dy-
namics of storage systems therein deployed will have two timescales. This is not observed in contexts
with the same characteristics as theCondordata set, where the recovery process evolves in the same
timescale as the peers arrival and failure processes1.
6.2 Validity of the basic model
We have analyzed two models for the evaluation of distributed storage systems. These models are
identical except for the assumption on the distribution of peers on-times. However, solving the
improved model is much more time consuming than solving the basic one. In this section, we want
to assess whether the improved model is really a necessity ornot. To this end, we will evaluate the
lifetime of a block of dataD using both models and compare the results. We deliberately select a
scenario in which peers have been identified to have a non-expon ntial on-times distribution, namely
theCondorscenario. In [19], a 2-stage hyper-exponential distribution is found to best fit theCondor
data set, but the authors identify as well the parameter of the exponential distribution that best fits
the same data.
1Concurrent failures may occur when the recovery rate and thefailure rate are of the same order of magnitude (like in the
Condorscenario). This important aspect needs to be addressed in future models.
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(a) hyper-exponential fit from [19]
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Figure 3: Expected data lifetime (expressed in years) in aCondor scenario using a centralized-
recovery peer-to-peer storage system. Comparison betweenE[T hc (Es+r)] (improved model) and
E[T ec (r)] (basic model).
Figure 3 displays four plots of the expected data lifetime obtained with the centralized-recovery
implementation versus the amount of redundancyr and the recovery thresholdk. The improved
model is used to derive the results depicted in Fig. 3(a) with1/µ1 = 0.094 hours,1/µ2 = 3.704
hours,p1 = 0.592 andp2 = 1 − p1. The basic model has been solved (i) using the fit found in [19],
namely1/µ = 1.543 hours, (ii) using1/µ = 1.567 which is the first moment of theH2 distribution,
and (iii) using1/µ = 2.367 which corresponds to equating the second moments of on-times in both
basic and improved model. The results are depicted in Figs. 3(b), (c) and 3(d) respectively. In all
four cases, we haves = 8, 1/λ = 1.567 hour,1/βc = 34 minutes andp = 0.8.
Figure 3 reveals that the basic model returns substantiallydifferent results than the ones outcome
of the improved model. Since the distribution of peers on-times is hyperexponential in theCondor
scenario, the results obtained through the improved model are the correct ones. We conclude that
the basic model does not capture the essence of the system performance when peers on-times are not
exponentially distributed.Henceforth, we will use the basic model in scenarios with theAll-pairs-
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Figure 4: Expected lifetime (expressed in years) versusandk.
ping characteristics, and the improved model in scenarios with the characteristics of eitherLMG,
CSIL, or Condor.
6.3 The conditional block lifetime
We have computed the expectation and the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)
of the data lifetime given that alls + r fragments ofD are initially available, namelyT ec (r), T
e
d (r),
T hc (Es+r) andT
h
d (Es+r). The expectation is given in (3) and (15) and the CCDF resultsfrom (2)
and (14). Four scenarios have been considered as detailed inSect. 6.1. The results are graphically
reported in Figs. 4–7.
The data lifetime in a PlanetLab-like environment (data setAll-pairs-ping) and aCondor-like
environment (with1/λ = 0.522 hour) is depicted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) respectively, assuming a
centralized-repair scheme. The same metric using a distributed-repair scheme is displayed against
the redundancyr and the thresholdk in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) for the scenarios /lmg andCSILrespec-
tively.
It appears that, whichever the scenario and the recovery mechanism considered, the expected data
lifetime increases roughly exponentially withr and decreases with an increasingk. When peers are
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Figure 5: CCDF of data lifetime versusr andk usingAll-pairs-pingdata.
highly available, like in theLMG andCSILscenarios, the expected lifetime decreases exponentially
with an increasingk. In the other cases (All-pairs-pingandCondor), the decrease is sub-exponential.
Observe how relatively “small” is the expected lifetime in theCondorscenario when compared to
that in the other three scenarios. Recall that the system dynamics in theCondorscenario has only
one timescale, unlike the other three scenarios.
For the same values ofr andk, we observe a higher data lifetime when the peers availability is
higher. Using the same recovery mechanism, the lifetime inLMG (respectivelyAll-pairs-ping) is
several orders of magnitude larger than that inCSIL(respectivelyCondor).
The CCDF of the data lifetime, given thatr redundant fragments are available at timet = 0,
is evaluated at pointsq = 1 andq = 10 years. The results are shown againstr andk in Fig. 5
(All-pairs-ping), Fig. 6 (Condor), and Fig. 7 (LMG andCSIL). The CCDF appears to depend onr
andk in the same way regardless of the recovery scheme implemented in all scenarios where the
system dynamics has two timescale. In theCondorscenario, the shape of the 3D curve is different
from that of the other scenarios, but here again it is not affected by whether the recovery mechanim
is centralized or distributed.
6.4 The availability metrics
We will start this section by the validation of the followingapproximation
E
[
1
T (i)
∫ T (i)
0
1l{X(t) = j}dt
]
≈
E[T (i, j)]
E[T (i)]
, i, j ∈ {0, . . . , r}, (21)
which has been made for computing the two availability metrics in all models presented in this paper.
In order to do that, we have simulated the Markov chain depictd in Fig. 2 starting at time 0 in
stater (thusi = r in (21)), with s = 8, 1/µ = 5 hours,1/λ = 3 hours,p = 0.8, and1/βd = 30
minutes. The amount of redundancyr is varied from 1 to 23 and for each value ofr, we vary the
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Figure 6: CCDF of data lifetime versusr andk usingCondordata and1/λ = 0.522.
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Figure 7: CCDF of data lifetime versusr and k using (a)LMG and (b)CSIL data (distributed
recovery).
thresholdk from 1 tor. Hence we performed a total of
∑23
r=1 r = 276 different simulations, each
being repeated 100 times.
The left-hand side (LHS) of (21), fori = r and j = 0, . . . , r, has been measured from the
simulation results and the right-hand side (RHS) of it, alsofor i = r andj = 0, . . . , r, has been
computed numerically using (4)-(3). Observe that for each value of the triple(r, k, j), there is one
value of the RHS of (21) but there are 100 sample values of the LHS of (21), that have been averaged.
We then derived the relative error between the averaged LHS of (21) (the correct value) and the
RHS of (21) (the approximate value). Given all considered values of the triple(r, k, j), we ended up
with a set of
∑23
r=1 r(r + 1) = 4600 values of the relative error.
The resulting complementary cumulative distribution function of the relative error is displayed
in Fig. 8. We observe that only10% of the values are larger than0.75×10−3 and, most importantly,
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Figure 8: The complementary cumulative distribution function of the relative error induced by the
approximation (21).
the maximum value of the relative error is0.004. We conclude that the approximation(21) is very
good and will definitely not imperil the correctness of any result based on it.
Having validated (21), the availability of data can safely be measured using the metrics defined
in Sects. 4-5. We have computed the first availability metricin aCondor-like scenario using (17) and
(18). The results are reported in Fig. 9: the centralized imple entation of the recovery mechanism
has been assumed when producing the top graphs whereas the bottom graphs assume a distributed-
recovery mechanism; left-hand-side graphs correspond to1/λ = 0.522 whereas right-hand-side
graphs correspond to1/λ = 1.567.
We see from Fig. 9 that metricsMhc,1(Es+r) and M
h
d,1(Es+r) are differently affected by the
parametersr andk. In the centralized implementation, changing the peers failure rate alters the
effect of k on the performance for larger: observe how the line cuts atr = 30 are different in
Figs. 9(a)–9(b). Strange enough, the data availability at larger and smallk is higher for smallerλ in
the centralized-recovery implementation. A smallerλ implies a larger expected peer off-time, one
could then expect the data to be less available as observed for large values ofk in the centralized
scheme and for all values ofk andr in the distributed scheme; see Figs. 9(c)–9(d). We do not have an
explanation for this counter-intuitive observation at themoment. Observe also that the parameterk
seems to have a minor if not negligible effect on the availabil ty metricMhd,1(Es+r) in the distributed
implementation. As one could expect, the centralized scheme achieves higher availability than the
distributed scheme.
Regarding the second availability metric, we have computedit in all four scenarios consid-
ered assuming either implementation of the recovery mechanism. The results corresponding to a
PlanetLab-like context (All-pairs-ping), computed using (6) and (18) withm = r − k, are depicted
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Figure 9: Availability metricsMhc,1(Es+r) andM
h
d,1(Es+r) versusr andk in Condorscenario.
in Fig. 10. When the scenario has the characteristics of theCondordata set with1/λ = 0.522, we
usem = s + r − k in (17); see results in Fig. 11.
In both considered scenarios, peers are connected to the storage system for the same percentage
of time (75%) during their lifetime. However, a noticeable difference in the data availability is
observed: according to the second availability metric, data in Condor-like systems would be much
less available than if it were in a storage system with the characteristics of theAll-pairs-pingdata
set, for the same protocol parameterss, r andk and the peers availability. This deterioration in the
performance ofCondor-like systems is mainly due to having a recovery process of the same order
of magnitude than the peers arrival and failure processes.
6.5 Engineering the system
Using our theoretical framework it is easy to tune the systemparameters for fulfilling predefined
requirements. As an illustration, we consider two scenarios implementing a centralized recovery
scheme: the first has theAll-pairs-pingcharacteristics and is analyzed with the basic model and the
second has theCondorcharacteristics and is analyzed with the improved model.
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Figure 11: Availability metricsMhc,2(Es+r) andM
h
d,2(Es+r) for m = s + r − k using1/λ = 0.522
and theCondordata.
In theAll-pairs-pingscenario, we select two contour lines of the functionP (T ec (r) > 10 year)
depicted in Fig. 5(a) at values 0.86 and 0.99 and two contour lines of the availability metricM ec,2(r)
displayed in Fig. 10(a) at values 0.95 and 0.98. These four contour lines are reported in Fig. 12(a).
Consider point A which corresponds tor = 11 and k = 2 (recall s = 8). Selecting this
point as the operating point of the storage system will ensure thatP (T ec (r) > 10) = 0.99 and
M ec,2(r) = 0.95. In other words, whenr = 11 andk = 2, only 1% of the stored blocks would
be lost after 10 years and for95% of a block lifetime there will be 9 (= r − k) or more redundant
fragments from the block available in the system. Observe that the storage overhead, usually defined
asr/s, will be equal to 1.375.
In theCondorscenario, the four contour lines selected in Fig. 12(b) are those ofP (T hc (Es+r) >
1) (illustrated in Fig. 6(a)) at values 0.84 and 0.99 andMhc,2(Es+r) (shown in Fig. 11(a)) at values
0.8 and 0.94. Similarly to theAll-pairs-pingscenario, one can select the system operating point so
as to satisfy a desired level of service delivered to users. For instance, selectingr = 17 andk = 9
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Figure 12: Selection ofr and k according to predefined requirements assuming a centralized-
recovery scheme.
(point B) achievesP (T hc (Es+r) > 1) = 0.84 andM
h
c,2(Es+r) = 0.94 for a storage overheadr/s
equal to 2.125.
6.6 Impact of the original number of fragments
We now investigate the impact of the parameters on the performance of the storage system. We
have computed the functionP (T hd (Es+r) > 10 year) in scenarios like the ones reported in theLMG
andCSIL data sets fors = 4, 8, 16, r = 1, . . . , 12 andk = 1, . . . , r. We assumed the recovery
mechanism to be distributed.
In theLMG scenario (respectively theCSILscenario), and for each value ofs, the contour line at
value 0.99 (respectively at line 0.993) has been selected. The resulting curves are plotted in Fig. 13.
Any point selected from any line in Fig. 13(a) (respectivelyFig. 13(b)) returns values ofs, r andk
that ensure only1% (respectively0.7%) of the blocks of data would be lost after 10 years. However,
the storage overheadr/s and the bandwidth usage (related tok) will differ from one point to another.
For instance, consider pointsA (s = 8, r = 3 andk = 1) andB (s = 16, r = 6 andk = 4)
in Fig. 13(a). The storage overhead is the same at both operating points and equals 0.375. The
difference is that the threshold at A is smaller than the one at B. In other words, the operating point
A (s = 8) incurs a higher bandwidth usage during recovery than the operating point B (s = 16) while
providing the same lifetime guarantee and using the same storage overhead. A similar observation
can be made based on pointsC (s = 8, r = 4 andk = 1) andD (s = 16, r = 8 andk = 4) in Fig.
13(b).
Another difference between points A and B is related to the block size which is equal tos×64KB.
The discussion on the consequences of having a large or smallblock size is beyond the scope of this
paper.
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Figure 13: Protocol parameters yielding sameP (T hd (Es+r) > 10) using (a)LMG and (b)CSILdata.
7 Conclusion
We have proposed analytical models for evaluating the performance of two approaches for recover-
ing lost data in distributed storage systems. One approach relies on a centralized server to recover
the data; in the other approach, new peers perform this task in a d stributed way. We have analyzed
the lifetime and the availability of data achieved by both centralized- and distributed-repair systems
through Markovian analysis and fluid approximations considering two different assumptions on the
distribution of peers on-times. Extensice numerical computations have been undertaken to support
the analysis and illustrate several issues of the performance. We conclude from the numerical results
that (i) modeling peers on-times by an exponential distribuion when this distribution is not found
in practice leads to incorrect results and does not accurately reflect the behavior of the P2P storage
systems (ii) when the system dynamics have only one time scal, the quality of service delivered to
users is severly impaired. Using our theoretical frameworkit is easy to tune and optimize the system
parameters for fulfilling predefined requirements.
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